BLURRED BORDERS
Transnational Migration between the Hispanic Caribbean and the United States
Jorge Duany
“Duany’s book is a compelling, historically grounded examination of Cuban, Dominican, and Puerto Rican transnational behaviors and a thought-provoking comparative study. Duany is one of the most astute commentators of the Latino experience.”
—María Cristina García, Cornell University
304 pages $65.00 cloth / $29.95 paper

BLACK POLITICAL ACTIVISM AND THE CUBAN REPUBLIC
Melina Pappademos
“Pappademos provides much-needed details and analysis about internal debates, political tensions, and personalities within Afro-Cuban organizations. This book will be valuable not only to Cuban specialists, but to those who study racial politics generally, Caribbean and Latin American studies, subaltern studies, and postcolonial studies.”
—Robert Whitney, University of New Brunswick
320 pages $39.95 cloth

DOMINGOS ÁLVARES, AFRICAN HEALING, AND THE INTELLECTUAL HISTORY OF THE ATLANTIC WORLD
James H. Sweet
“This exceptionally creative, engaging, and provocative book is a tour de force of historical imagination and sensitivity and a hallmark of Atlantic history.”
—Joseph C. Miller, University of Virginia
320 pages $39.95 cloth

ALLENDE’S CHILE AND THE INTER-AMERICAN COLD WAR
Tanya Harmer
“Based on multi-archival research this pathbreaking study increases our understanding of the Cold War in Latin America.”
—Piero Gleijeses, The Johns Hopkins University
392 pages $45.00 cloth

BLOWOUT!
Sal Castro and the Chicano Struggle for Educational Justice
Mario T. García and Sal Castro
“García’s oeuvre has mapped Mexican American history and allowed us to imagine a different kind of past—one filled with efforts to rectify social injustices. This book is no exception; it sheds much needed light on Sal Castro’s struggles to expand educational and civil rights and in so doing prods us to follow in his footsteps and build a more emancipatory future.”
—Ernesto Chávez, University of Texas at El Paso
384 pages $34.95 cloth

CLIMATE AND CATASTROPHE IN CUBA AND THE ATLANTIC WORLD IN THE AGE OF REVOLUTION
Sherry Johnson
“A novel, sophisticated, and powerfully persuasive argument that many of the significant political changes in the Atlantic world during the Age of Revolution cannot be fully understood without reference to the environmental history. This highly original book is elegantly written and full of excellent and prodigious research.”
—Franklin W. Knight, The Johns Hopkins University
328 pages $39.95 cloth

NEW IN PAPERBACK —
CUBA IN THE AMERICAN IMAGINATION
Metaphor and the Imperial Ethos
Louis A. Pérez Jr.
352 pages $27.50 paper

FORTHCOMING IN SPRING 2012 —
HOME GROWN
Marijuana and the Origins of Mexico’s War on Drugs
Isaac Campos
Available March 2012 $39.95 cloth

SEXUAL REVOLUTIONS IN CUBA
Passion, Politics, and Memory
Carrie Hamilton
Foreword by Elizabeth Dore
Available February 2012 $39.95 cloth

THE CORNER OF THE LIVING
Ayacucho on the Eve of the Shining Path Insurgency
Miguel La Serna
Available February 2012 $65.00 cloth / $29.95 paper

MEMORIES OF CONQUEST
Becoming Mexicano in Colonial Guatemala
Laura E. Matthew
Available March 2012 $45.00 cloth
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